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Abstract

The present article analyses whether investment tribunals are competent to determine which representatives are entitled to act on behalf of respondent states with competing governments. The examination of existing case law and theoretical background suggests that investment tribunals have incidental jurisdiction to decide on the representation issue. In this case, the representation issue is resolved for the sole purpose of proceeding to consideration of claims, which are properly within the tribunals’ jurisdiction ratione materiae and the decision on this issue is not included in the dispositif of the awards and lacks res judicata effect. The most plausible approach to decide the representation issue is to conduct a substantative analysis of the government’s entitlement to act on behalf of the state. The alternative avoidance techniques to resolve the representation issue are questionable from the perspectives of their logical coherence, practical convenience and safeguarding the parties’ procedural rights. This analysis should be conducted in accordance with the criteria of customary international law. The legitimacy of a government’s origin is just one of these criteria and has a limited role in the overall test for identifying the government which is entitled to act on behalf of the state. Finally, this analysis should also take into account the considerations of procedural fairness, which depends on the factual circumstances of each specific case.
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Introduction

In the recent arbitrations against Venezuela, investment tribunals have faced the issue concerning Venezuela’s representation by two competing governments (hereinafter — representation issue). This issue arose from the 2019 presidential crisis in Venezuela. As a result, Juan Guaidó, who proclaimed himself the interim president of Venezuela and was recognised as the legitimate head of state by numerous states, fleed the country, while Nicolás Maduro, whose presidency has been extended for a second term due to disputed presidential elections, remains Venezuela’s de facto and effective leader. However, the lack of effectiveness did not preclude Mr Guaidó from appointing his nominees as high-ranking Venezuelan public officials. Mr Guaidó’s appointment of José Ignacio Hernández as the Special Attorney General on 27 February 2019 enabled the latter to intervene into Venezuela’s ongoing investment arbitration proceedings as the state’s representative and instruct another law firm to assist Venezuela.

This article aims to determine (i) whether arbitral tribunals have jurisdiction to decide the representation issue, and, if so, (ii) what are the proper techniques to identify a state’s representative. This task is accomplished against the background of limited academic writing on this issue.²

Accordingly, this article examines whether arbitral tribunals are entitled under bilateral investment treaties (hereinafter — BITs) to decide on the representation issue; whether the doctrines of inherent

¹ The views expressed in this article are the author’s personal views and do not belong to Monastyrsky, Zyuba, Stepanov & Partners.
powers and incidental jurisdiction expand the tribunals’ jurisdiction to resolve this issue; and which additional considerations should be given effect by tribunals while performing this task.

In line with this, Section 1 gives an outline of the representation issue, the related theoretical and practical challenges, and describes the approaches of other international dispute settlement bodies. Section 2 analyses whether investment tribunals have jurisdiction to decide on the representation issue, including on the basis of the doctrines of inherent powers and incidental jurisdiction. Section 3 describes other aspects that should be considered by tribunals while deciding on the representation issue, such as issues of applicable law, annulment and enforcement concerns, procedural fairness, and judicial propriety. The inferences drawn from this analysis are summarised in the Conclusion.

1. Mapping the issue: competing governments before international courts and tribunals

The present Section outlines the factual background that led to the emergence of the representation issue in the Venezuelan investment proceedings and describes the approaches taken by the respective tribunals. The solutions proposed by these tribunals are then considered in the light of the case law of other international courts and tribunals.

1.1. Background of the Venezuelan precedents

In 2018, presidential elections took place in Venezuela for the upcoming 5-year presidential term. Although the elections resulted in the re-election of Nicolás Maduro, it was commonly believed that the elections were deeply flawed.3 Numerous states refused to recognise the legitimacy of the elections.4

The crisis resulted in the self-proclamation of Juan Guaidó, the opposition leader at the National Assembly, as the Interim President pursuant to Article 233 of the Venezuelan Constitution on 23 January 2019.5 He was recognised by approximately 60 states.6

On 5 February 2019, the National Assembly passed the so-called Statute Governing the Transition to Democracy and the Reestablishment of the Constitution (hereinafter — Transition Statute), which incorporated the desired political changes.7 It also empowered Mr Guaidó to appoint senior officials, including the Special Attorney General representing Venezuela in international arbitration proceedings.8 Mr Guaidó appointed José Ignacio Hernández as the Special Attorney General.

However, the Transition Statute was annulled by the Supreme Tribunal of Justice (hereinafter — STJ), as it was adopted by the National Assembly in violation of the Constitution.9 The STJ also annulled the appointment of Mr Hernández as the Special Attorney General on 11 April 2019.10 Despite this, Mr Hernández — later replaced by Enrique Sánchez Falcón — started intervening into Venezuela’s ICSID arbitration proceedings,11 which were being managed by Reinaldo Enrique Muñoz Pedroza, the Venezuelan Attorney General appointed by Mr Maduro.12 While Mr Pedroza instructed De Jesús & De
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Jesús, Mr Falcón instructed Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP as counsel. Against this background, several ICSID tribunals considered the representation issue in separate procedural decisions.

1.2. Jurisdiction and applicable law in the Venezuelan precedents

In general, ICSID tribunals considered that they are entitled to decide on the representation issue — to a limited extent — because this is merely a procedural issue. In Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela and Mobil Cerro v. Venezuela, the tribunals held that they lack powers to identify the legitimate representative but noted that there was no need for such an exercise, as the decision on the representation is made strictly for the purposes of the proper conduct of proceedings and thus is a procedural decision. The tribunals cited Article 44 of the ICSID Convention, under which “[i]f any question of procedure arises which is not covered by... the Arbitration Rules or any rules agreed by the parties, the Tribunal shall decide the question”. Still, in Heemsen v. Venezuela and Longreef v. Venezuela, the tribunals held that they lack jurisdiction to resolve the related matter whether the procedural actions of Mr Pedroza could be declared invalid in the light of the National Assembly’s statement on the illegality of his authority.

No less controversial is the question which law should be applied while deciding the representation issue. Some tribunals thoroughly analysed the authority of the competing representatives. Thus, in Mobil Cerro v. Venezuela and Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela, the tribunals examined the issue from the perspective of both national and international law. Both tribunals found that, in terms of international law, it is the effective government that should represent the state in the proceedings. But they also took cognizance of the fact that the STJ had declared the appointment of Mr Hernández invalid and stated that only Mr Pedroza can represent Venezuela in the proceedings.

1.3. Various approaches to the representation issue in the Venezuelan precedents

The first approach adopted by tribunals can be characterised as the status quo approach. It boils down to allowing the counsel on the record, i.e. Mr Pedroza and De Jesús, to continue Venezuela’s representation. Its main advantage is simplicity. It also preserves the respondent state’s procedural rights and ensures that the investor does not have to face an additional legal team advancing its opponent’s interests, which would definitely place extra procedural burden on the claimant. Still, this solution is more practical than legal. Furthermore, neither tribunal, which followed the described approach, supported its conclusion with a strong line of legal arguments.

More nuanced is the approach of the Mobil Cerro tribunal. It started its analysis by outlining the reasonableness of the status quo approach, which “provides continuity in the interest of orderly proceedings and the right of defence of the Respondent”. This conclusion was backed by a substantive analysis of the representatives’ entitlement to act on behalf of Venezuela. From the perspective of Venezuelan law, after noting the STJ’s annulment of the “the basis of the appointment of Mr Falcón’s predecessor”, the tribunal held that “has not been convinced that Mr Falcón’s appointment is formally valid under domestic Venezuelan law”. As regards international law, the tribunal noted that “Mr. Falcón has not been shown to be the representative of an effective government”. In addition, Mr Guaidó’s recognition by other states, in the tribunal’s view, often expressed mere political support rather than abrogated Mr Maduro’s powers as the state’s effective leader.

This solution appears to be preferable compared to the first one, as it engages in an analysis of the entitlement to represent the respondent state and arrives at a decision, which is legally justified rather than convenient. Moreover, selecting the “incorrect” representative can jeopardise the respondent state’s
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13 Ibid. §7, 29.
17 Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela, Procedural Order No 2, §42; Mobil Cerro v. Venezuela, §56.
20 For a similar line of argumentation see also Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela, Procedural Order No 2, §42–49.
21 Mobil Cerro v. Venezuela, §52.
22 Ibid. §55.
23 Ibid. §56–57.
24 Ibid. §60.
right to be heard. This, in turn, would adversely affect the claimant's interest in enforcing the arbitral award, as a substantial violation of the right to be heard might lead to annulment or serve as a ground for denying recognition and enforcement.25 Thus, in ConocoPhillips v. Venezuela, the investor considered these enforcement-related risks sufficiently substantial to ask the tribunal to allow the participation of both representatives for Venezuela.26

A third approach was adopted in ConocoPhillips v. Venezuela, where both representatives were allowed to represent Venezuela. In the Decision of Rectification, the tribunal considered that at that stage the issue of representation was moot, as no conflicting submissions were filed by Curtis and De Jesús, which would jeopardise the proceeding.27 The issue was also considered in the Order on Respondent's Representation issued by the Annulment Committee upon De Jesús' request to exclude Curtis from the proceedings.28 De Jesús' request was filed after both firms concurrently applied for the annulment of the award and commented on the schedule of proceedings.29 Although the Order on Representation admitted the existence of a risk that the representatives might make different arguments, the Annulment Committee opined that this "does not mean that their arguments and theses would not be heard and answered, separately" and that, in any case, it is Conoco who bears the burden of answering two lines of defences.30 Finally, the issue was discussed once again in Lord Phillips' Recommendation on De Jesús' proposal to disqualify all members of the ICSID Annulment Committee because "the terms of the Order on Representation demonstrate that each of the three members of the Committee cannot be relied upon to exercise independent judgment".31 Lord Phillips noted that the concurrent work of two legal teams complementing each other would be beneficial for Venezuela.32 But he also made a disclaimer that where there is a "conflict between the cases that the two [representatives] sought to advance", "it would cease to be procedurally viable for them both to represent Venezuela".33 Consequently, this situation "might lead to a procedural impasse".34 The only solution, in Lord Phillips' opinion, would be the cancellation of the Order on Representation.35 Finally, he also noted that, possibly, "the appropriate course that the Committee should have taken was to resolve, as best it could, the question of which of the two rival contenders had the better case to represent Venezuela".36

Lord Phillips' comments clearly show the main drawbacks of concurrent representation by two non-cooperating legal teams. Where their positions are contradictory, it is unclear whose arguments should be given prevalence by the tribunal. It is also imaginable — if the representation issue arises early in the proceeding — that the legal teams might present conflicting facts, further complicating the case. Finally, the opposing party has to defend itself against two concurrent lines of arguments, which increases its expenses on the proceeding and the time required to adequately answer all arguments. This scenario thus also raises concerns about preserving the equality of parties. Although this latter problem did not occur in ConocoPhillips (as Conoco expressly agreed to bear this additional procedural burden to avoid enforcement-related risks),37 it might well play a substantial role in cases initiated by claimants lacking the requisite financial resources. An adequate solution to avoid such complications, as admitted by Lord Philips, is to choose one representative. In the author's view, the ConocoPhillips approach would only be at least viable if the rival counsels work hand-in-hand and produce a single position for the respondent state. But it is very unlikely that in circumstances similar to Venezuela's case such cooperation can be achieved.

29 Ibid., §1–10.
30 Ibid. §36.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid., §112.
36 Ibid., §123. The same idea was expressed in Kimberly-Clark Dutch Holdings B.V. et al. v. Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/18/3, 15 October 2019, Order on Venezuela's Representation, cited in ConocoPhillips v. Venezuela, Recommendation, §38: ‘the arbitration cannot proceed with two representatives of one and the same party who are in conflict with each other’.
37 See above fn. 25.
Finally, another option considered in *Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela* is to defer the decision on the representation issue to another body, namely the Administrative Council of the ICSID.\(^{38}\) But it was rejected, as due to Venezuela’s denunciation of the ICSID Convention it was no longer represented in the Council.\(^{39}\) Still, one could imagine the possibility of deferring this question, e.g. to the International Court of Justice (hereinafter — ICJ), which can decide “all cases which the parties refer to it.”\(^{40}\) But this approach does not seem to provide a sound solution. The problem is that the ICJ cannot decide the question without proper jurisdictional bases. In any case, the ultimate course of action for the tribunal in regards to the ongoing arbitration proceedings while the ICJ is considering the representation issue remains unclear. The suspension of proceedings for a long time is a serious prejudice to the rights of both parties. And if tribunals have jurisdiction to decide the representation issue (see below), such an approach would result in a denial of justice for the parties.\(^{41}\)

Thus, while there was a consensus among the tribunals that they lack jurisdiction to determine who is Venezuela’s legitimate representative, they adopted various techniques to manage the proceedings. Some techniques — such as allowing the counsel on the record to continue representing the state (*status quo* approach) and allowing both representatives to act for the state — provide rather practical solutions and were adopted without a detailed legal analysis. Nevertheless, other tribunals combined the *status quo* approach with a substantive analysis of the respective representatives’ entitlement to act on Venezuela’s behalf under both national and international law.

### 1.4. The representation issue before other international fora

The representation issue was also considered in other fora. In *Cyprus v. Turkey*, the European Commission of Human Rights faced Turkey’s argument that Cyprus lacked standing for lodging an application, as the government lodging the application was not the legitimate government of Cyprus. This argument was rejected by the Commission, which referred to related Security Council resolutions recognising the government in the proceeding and the fact that the representatives of this government consistently acted on behalf of Cyprus in ratifying treaties and no objections were raised against these acts.\(^{42}\)

Yugoslavia made a similar argument in the *Bosnian Genocide* case, where it argued that the president of Bosnia and Herzegovina was not authorised to file claims with the ICJ due to the violation of domestic procedures. The ICJ considered that municipal law is irrelevant to the question and opined that under international law “there is no doubt that every Head of State is presumed to be able to act on behalf of the State in its international relations”. The Court referred to the recognition of Mr Izetbegović’s presidential status by the UN and the fact that he signed numerous treaties.\(^{43}\)

The representation issue also arose before the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (hereinafter — ICC)\(^{44}\) when the ex-president of Egypt, Mr Morsi, communicated to the ICC his request to initiate an investigation with respect to governmental activities taken in times of civil unrest in Egypt in 2013 with a declaration for Egypt’s accession to the Rome Statute. However, the ICC Prosecutor decided that the documents were filed by unauthorised persons and, thus, Egypt’s consent for the exercise of the ICC’s jurisdiction could not be established. The Prosecutor argued that according to official UN documents other persons are listed as Egypt’s president, prime minister and minister of foreign affairs, even though the international community refused to recognise the new government. The Prosecutor also considered that under international law the test of effective control shall be determinative of a government’s power to act on behalf of the state. Considering that the Morsi government was ineffective, the Prosecutor decided not to proceed with the communication and the declaration.\(^{45}\)
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38 Ibid. §62.
39 Ibid.
44 Although the ICC Prosecutor is not a dispute resolution body, for the purposes of the present Article this difference plays a limited role.
The above conclusions differ from the ones reflected in the Venezuelan precedents. The European Commission of Human Rights, the ICJ and even the ICC Prosecutor considered that they are entitled to identify governments. There is also a consensus among them that the question must be resolved exclusively on the basis of international law.

2. Jurisdiction of investment tribunals over issues concerning state representation

2.1. Jurisdiction of investment arbitration tribunals over issues extraneous to the applicable BIT

The scope of investment tribunals’ jurisdiction depends on the wording of BITs’ dispute resolution clauses. Some provide for jurisdiction over disputes relating to the breach of the BIT or matters regulated thereby. Others contain clauses allowing to arbitrate all or any disputes relating to an investment. This broad wording does not limit tribunals’ jurisdiction solely to breaches of the applicable BIT and could encompass not only BIT claims, but also contractual claims and claims under national law or treaties extraneous to the BIT. However, the possibility of such a broad interpretation remains unsettled, as evidenced by the notorious example of the SGS v. Philippines and SGS v. Pakistan cases, in which tribunals interpreted identical dispute resolution clauses differently. In SGS v. Philippines, the tribunal opined that the phrase “disputes with respect to investments” is sufficiently broad to include contractual claims, and only express wording to the opposite could exclude such claims from the tribunal’s jurisdiction. On the contrary, in SGS v. Pakistan, an identically drafted clause was interpreted as allowing to bring within the tribunal’s purview only violations of the BIT.

Such a narrow interpretation does not seem completely inapposite. It is logical to assume that BITs’ dispute resolution clauses provide for a forum to consider violations of the respective BIT rather than extending arbitral jurisdiction to issues under other legal instruments. Still — at least in the academic community — the expansive interpretation seems to prevail, so that BITs’ broad dispute resolution clauses allow bringing claims under treaties or customary international law insofar as they relate to an investment.

But even broadly worded dispute resolution clauses cannot justify the resolution of the representation issue by an investment tribunal, as this issue does not relate to an investment. Therefore, investment tribunals lack jurisdiction to decide the representation issue as a separate claim.

2.2. Inherent powers as a potential basis for resolving the representation issue

The majority of the Venezuelan precedents confirm that investment tribunals have jurisdiction to resolve the representation issue as a procedural question pursuant to Article 44 of the ICSID Convention. This
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47 Ibid.
48 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID Case No ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 29 January 2004.
49 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Islamic Republic of Pakistan, ICSID Case No ARB/01/13, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 6 August 2003.
51 SGS v. Pakistan, ¶ 161. For similar argument see, e.g. Consortium Groupeement L.E.S.I.- DIPENTA v. République algérienne démocratique et populaire, ICSID Case No ARB/03/08, Award, 10 January 2005, ¶ 25.
54 There are several ways to interpret the phrase “relating” to an investment. Some authors consider that a claim under an extraneous treaty (i.e. extraneous to the BIT) meets this test if the violation of this treaty affects the investment or is directed at it, see Demirkol B. Non-treaty Claims... P. 56–57. Another possible interpretation is that this wording includes “any disputes that are factually related to investments”, see Douglas Z. The International Law of Investment Claims. New York : Cambridge University Press. 2009. P. 238. The representation issue thus cannot be considered as “relating” to an investment under either of these approaches.
55 Article 44 of the ICSID Convention states in the relevant part: “If any question of procedure arises which is not covered by this Section or the Arbitration Rules or any rules agreed by the parties, the Tribunal shall decide the question”.
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provision incorporates the inherent powers of tribunals to “resolve procedural questions in the event of lacunae”.56 These powers entitle tribunals to take measures necessary for the administration of justice,57 i.e. have a functional justification.58 The oft-cited examples of inherent powers include *compétence de la compétence*, the power to issue procedural orders, interpret the parties’ claims, impose interim measures, permit intervention, allow the participation of *amicus curiae*, bifurcate the proceedings, decide on issues of evidence, decide counterclaims, interpret and revise decisions.59

Despite the existence of scholarly opinion that the inherent powers doctrine entitles the tribunals to decide the representation issue,60 the present article takes the opposite view. Inherent powers are mostly applicable to procedural issues.61 But the representation issue cannot be characterised as a purely procedural one.62 As shown below, the logical prerequisite to the resolution of the representation issue is the determination of the government, which is entitled to act on behalf of the state. This question of entitlement is an issue of substance rather than procedure.63 Therefore, the inherent powers doctrine cannot *per se* serve as a basis for rendering a decision on the representation issue.

2.3. Incidental jurisdiction over substantive issues

2.3.1. Incidental jurisdiction in general

The doctrine of incidental jurisdiction is invoked in cases, where international courts and tribunals are required to consider issues falling outside of the scope of their jurisdiction (i.e. external issues). This doctrine allows to bring within the scope of arbitral jurisdiction external issues, which are *incidental* or *ancillary* to issues that are properly within their jurisdiction (i.e. inside issue), for the purpose of deciding on such inside issues.64 Thus, incidental jurisdiction should be distinguished from the doctrine of inherent powers, which relates to the exercise of procedural powers.65

The consent-based nature of arbitral jurisdiction serves as a reason for criticising the doctrine of incidental jurisdiction66 — which does not require the parties’ consent67 — or, at the very least, for urging to exercise cautionfulness in its application.68 But one should also avoid the opposite extreme when the exercise of jurisdiction is denied without sufficient grounds.69

---


60 Papp R. *Representation of States in Investment Arbitrations*… P. 264–267.


63 See generally Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela, Procedural Order № 2, §36. There, the tribunal considered that a request to declare the procedural acts performed by the purported state representative was of a substantive nature. In the author’s view, this position applies in a more general manner. If the choice of an unauthorised representative leads to the invalidity of his acts and thus produces substantive effects, a decision on the representation issue is properly characterised as an issue of substance.


2.3.2. Criteria of exercising incidental jurisdiction in the case law of international courts and tribunals

A. Characterisation and logic-based approaches

International case law suggests that there are two competing tests for determining whether incidental jurisdiction can be exercised or not. In P. Tzeng’s terminology, these approaches can be labelled as the “characterisation approach” and “logic-based approach”.

According to the former, one has to determine where the centre of the dispute’s gravity lies: if it relates to the inside issue, then it is possible to exercise incidental jurisdiction, but in case it rather pertains to the external issue, there is no jurisdiction.

Under the latter approach the tribunal has to establish the logical relationship between the external and inside issues: if the resolution of the inside issue is impossible without a prior determination of the outside issue, the tribunal cannot exercise incidental jurisdiction to overcome this deficiency. But the below practice reveals the absence of consensus on the proper approach.

One of the first cases involving incidental questions was Certain German Interests in Polish Upper Silesia decided by the Permanant Court of International Justice (hereinafter — PCIJ). The dispute arose from Poland’s nationalisation of the Chorzow nitrate factory owned by German companies. Germany contended that Poland’s actions were in breach of Articles 92 and 297 of the Treaty of Versailles and Article 6 of the Geneva Convention concerning Upper Silesia. Poland argued that the PCIJ lacked jurisdiction to consider these claims, as they were not encompassed by the compromissory clause in Article 23 of the Geneva Convention, which referred to “differences of opinion respecting the construction and application of Articles 6 to 22 [of the Geneva Convention] that arise between the German and Polish Governments”.

According to Poland, German nationals never had property rights to the facility in question in accordance with Article 256 of the Treaty of Versailles and the Protocol of Spa. Considering that the dispute thus concerned obligations arising out of the Treaty of Versailles and the Protocol of Spa, Poland submitted that this dispute fell outside the scope of Article 23 of the Geneva Convention.

However, the PCIJ did not side with Poland’s position and stated that although “the application of the Geneva Convention is hardly possible without interpreting Article 256 of the Treaty of Versailles,” these are questions preliminary or incidental to the inside issue, i.e. the claim under the Geneva Convention.

The PCIJ concluded that “the interpretation of other international agreements is indisputably within the competence of the Court if such interpretation must be regarded as incidental to a decision on a point in regard to which it has jurisdiction.” The PCIJ thus adopted the characterisation approach, as it regarded the issue of the interpretation of extraneous instruments as a preliminary or incidental, i.e. minor, issue.

The characterisation approach was again relied on in the Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration. Mauritius instituted these proceedings after the UK established a Marine Protected Area around the Chagos Archipelago in 2010. It claimed that this was contrary to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (hereinafter — UNCLOS), as the UK was not the “coastal State” within the meaning of the UNCLOS.

The tribunal opined that the relevant test boils down to determining “where the relative weight of the dispute lies”. The tribunal allowed “making such findings of fact or ancillary determinations of law as are necessary to resolve the dispute presented to it,” insofar as the “real issue” relates to the UNCLOS. The tribunal characterised the dispute as one concerning sovereignty over the Chagos Archipelago and declined to exercise jurisdiction over the claim. Nevertheless, the tribunal noted that the possibility of deciding sovereignty issues cannot be altogether excluded where this issue is actually ancillary to the claims under the UNCLOS.
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The logic-based approach was relied on in the South China Sea Arbitration in the course of deciding whether the tribunal can rule on the parties’ sovereignty over certain maritime features in the South China Sea.83 The tribunal held that the dispute might be deemed a sovereignty dispute, if “(a) the resolution of the Philippines’ claims would require the Tribunal to first render a decision on sovereignty, either expressly or implicitly; or (b) the actual objective of the Philippines’ claims was to advance its position in the Parties’ dispute over sovereignty”.84 However, the tribunal found that this test was not met, as there was no need to render a decision on the sovereignty issue. The tribunal considered that it was possible to proceed on the assumption that China has sovereignty over certain features.85

All in all, international adjudicatory bodies remain split on the relevant test for the permissibility of exercising incidental jurisdiction. While the characterisation approach is sometimes reprimanded for being too subjective and obscure,86 strict adherence to the logic-based approach would leave most tribunals without jurisdiction over the main dispute.87 This problem of the logic-based approach is well illustrated in the South China Sea Arbitration, where the tribunal tried to circumvent the limitations imposed by the logic-based approach by introducing a presumption that China has sovereign rights over certain marine features. While it would appear to be acceptable to make a factual presumption, it is hard to see any justification for introducing a legal presumption about the existence of disputed rights. Therefore, the characterisation approach is more suitable for determining whether the power to make incidental determinations might be used.

B. Res judicata effect

Another significant aspect in defining the limits of incidental jurisdiction is the issue whether determinations on incidental questions have a res judicata effect. It is settled that courts and tribunals cannot include their incidental determinations in the dispositif and give a res judicata effect thereto.

This aspect was highlighted by Judge D. Anzilotti in his dissenting opinion to the Interpretation of Judgments Nos. 7 and 8 (Factory at Chorzów) case.88 When considering the effect of the incidental determination on the German owner’s rights over the nitrate factory, he expressly stated that such an incidental finding has no res judicata effect and cannot be binding on the parties in other proceedings.89

In the Arctic Sunrise Arbitration, the tribunal found itself incompetent to reach a conclusion on the issue whether the arrest and detention of the vessel’s crew violated human rights law.90 However, the tribunal did not exclude the possibility of taking into account international human rights standards in order to determine whether the arrest and detention were compatible with the UNCLOS.91

In Croatia v. Serbia, the ICJ admitted that Article IX of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (hereinafter — the Genocide Convention) limits its jurisdiction to disputes relating to the interpretation and application of the Genocide Convention.92 But this “does not prevent the Court from considering, in its reasoning, whether a violation of international humanitarian law or international human rights law has occurred to the extent that this is relevant for the Court’s determination of whether or not there has been a breach of an obligation under the Genocide Convention”.93

This practice suggests the existence of a clear consensus that incidental issues cannot be decided as independent claims, included in the dispositif and have a res judicata effect. These aspects are also supported by existing doctrine.94

84 Ibid. §153.
85 Ibid.
87 Tzeng P. The Implicated Issue Problem... P. 499.
88 Interpretation of Judgments Nos. 7 and 8 (Factory at Chorzów) (Germany v. Poland), Judgment of 16 December 1927, P.C.I.J. Ser. A № 13, Dissenting Opinion of Judge Anzilotti.
89 Ibid., P. 16; Factory at Chorzów (Merits) (Germany v. Poland), Judgment of 13 September 1928, Dissenting Opinion by Judge Ehrlich. P. 76.
90 Arctic Sunrise Arbitration (Netherlands v. Russia), PCA Case № 2014-02, Award on the Merits, 14 August 2015, §198.
91 Ibid. See also Duzgit Integrity Arbitration (Malta v. São Tomé and Príncipe), PCA Case № 2014-07, Award, 5 September 2016, §207–210; The “Enrica Lexie” Incident (Italy v. India), PCA Case № 2015-28, Award, 21 May 2020, §§808–809, 1094(B)(2).
C. Necessity for the sole purpose of deciding the inside issue

Another important aspect of having recourse to incidental jurisdiction is that it can be exercised only insofar as this is necessary for the resolution of the claims within the scope of mainline jurisdiction.

In this respect, a significant precedent was set by the ICTY’s Appeals Chamber in Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, where the defendant raised as a jurisdictional objection relating to the legality of the ICTY’s creation. The Appeals Chamber considered that its Statute defines only the ICTY’s primary jurisdiction, but this is without prejudice to its incidental jurisdiction, which “derives automatically from the exercise of the judicial function”.95 The Appeals Chamber held that the question of the legality of its establishment is an incidental issue and has to be decided for the sole purpose of exercising its mainline jurisdiction over the criminal case and, thus, it can review the legality of its establishment.96

In the Qatar ICAO Appeal cases, the ICJ noted that the “integrity of the Council’s dispute settlement function would not be affected if the Council examined issues outside matters of civil aviation for the exclusive purpose of deciding a dispute, which falls within its jurisdiction”.97

The necessity criterion suggests that incidental determinations should not be superfluous or have the character of an obiter dictum. Instead, they should lead the tribunal to the resolution of the inside issue.

2.3.3. Conclusion on incidental jurisdiction

In general, investment arbitration tribunals have the power to make incidental legal determinations, where (i) the resolution of the incidental question is necessary for deciding on the main claims and (ii) the incidental issue does not form the centre of gravity of the dispute or remains a peripheral issue, (iii) the incidental findings are not included in the dispositif.

The application of this test to the representation issue suggests that investment arbitration tribunals do have the power to make incidental determinations on the representation issue. The resolution of the representation issues is necessary for deciding on the BIT claims, as otherwise the conduct of proceedings would be hardly imaginable. Further, the representation issue clearly remains an ancillary issue and does not go to the heart of the investment dispute.

3. Resolving the representation issue: balanced argumentation and judicial propriety

The overview of case law on the representation issue displayed the multitude of possible ways to approach the issue and find a convenient solution thereto. The present Chapter focuses on finding a reasonable and balanced argumentation to identify the authorised state representative. For this purpose, the issues of applicable law, enforcement, procedural fairness, and judicial propriety are considered.

3.1. Applicable law and issues of recognition and legitimacy

Existing case law on the representation issue demonstrates the lack of consensus regarding the applicable law. While the Venezuelan precedents paid attention to Venezuelan law, the decisions in Cyprus v. Turkey, Bosnian Genocide case, and the ICC Prosecutor’s determination with respect to Egypt’s communication reflect the reluctance to consider municipal law.

The latter approach is the preferable one. International law has its own criteria of governments, and national law has a limited role in this analysis.98 There is little dispute that under international law a...
government must meet — at the very least — the criteria of effectiveness,99 independence and a certain level of international recognition.100 In controversial cases — where the constitutionality of the government is questionable — the criterion of recognition might be in tension with the criterion of effectiveness. As shown above, in such circumstances the ICC Prosecutor relied on the effectiveness of Mr Mansour’s government, even despite the recognition concerns.101 Thus, it seems that where the Security Council has not taken a stance on the legitimacy or recognition of a government, effectiveness prevails over considerations of legality and recognition.102

The reason for this is that the right to democratic governance103 is supported by only a handful of examples and remains a doctrinal concept.104 It is premature to speak of an emerging rule of customary international law in this respect.105 In any case, recognition has several meanings106 and is often granted or withheld based on political rather than legal reasons.107 Recognition by other states should thus be carefully analysed on a case-by-case basis without giving it much evidential weight automatically.108 In the light of this, both recognition — if furnished not by the Security Council or, arguably, if not universal — and legitimacy play a limited role in the analysis of a government’s entitlement to act on behalf of a state under international law.

All in all, the question of a government’s entitlement to represent a state should be decided based on the criteria under international law, i.e. effectiveness, independence, recognition, and legitimacy. Despite the sympathy that arbitrators might feel towards constitutionally elected or illegitimately overthrown governments, considerations of recognition, legitimacy and democracy play a secondary role with the rare exceptions of Security Council or universal recognition.

3.2. Annulment and enforcement concerns

Another potential concern is the effect of this decision on the future enforcement of the award,109 which is, undoubtedly, the claimants’ ultimate interest in any arbitral proceeding. Arguably, deficiencies might lead to the annulment of an award pursuant to Article 52(1)(d) of the ICSID Convention or the denial of recognition and enforcement based on Article V(1)(b) of the New York Convention.110 Both provisions address irregularities of procedure, which can encompass situations where a party failed to present its case due to its representation by authorised persons.111

102 Shaw M. International Law: Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2017. P. 338: “Where recognition has been refused because of the illegitimacy or irregularity of origin of the government in question, rather than because of the lack of effectiveness of its control in the country, such non-recognition loses some of its evidential weight”.
107 Crawford J. Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 9th ed., 2012. P. 143; International Law Association, Recognition/Non-Recognition in International Law… P. 482. Also see Salmoff v Standard Oil Co. (1933) 282 NY 220, 224: “The refusal of the Government of the United States to accord recognition to the Soviet regime is not based on the ground that the regime does not exercise control and authority in territory of the former Russian Empire, but on other facts”.
110 The Convention does not provide for the grounds for setting aside an arbitral award. In practice these grounds often mirror the ones for denying recognition and enforcement. Therefore, the present analysis is also relevant for the setting aside of awards.
But there is a clear tendency to treat tribunals’ procedural decisions with great deference in the light of their general procedural discretion to design proceedings.\textsuperscript{112} Therefore, in cases where the tribunal gives sufficient consideration and weight to the parties’ arguments in rendering a decision on the representation issue, it can be hardly argued that this constitutes an abuse of discretion and, accordingly, a procedural irregularity, which serves as a ground for annulment or denying recognition and enforcement.\textsuperscript{113}

Another potential risk is the risk of denying recognition and enforcement due to the violation of the enforcement forum’s public policy.\textsuperscript{114} Still, it seems questionable whether the enforcing state’s policy of recognising governments is an issue of public policy.\textsuperscript{115}

Finally, considerations relating to the future enforceability of an award are usually speculative and ultimately can serve merely as a “guiding light” for the tribunal.\textsuperscript{116} The enforcement forum can remain unknown during the conduct of proceedings or there might be multiple enforcement forums. It is therefore highly doubtful that the tribunal should give much weight to this argument.

3.3. Procedural fairness and judicial propriety

A final point in deciding on the representation issue is the issue of procedural fairness and judicial propriety. The tribunals in the Venezuelan precedents placed much emphasis on the issue of procedural fairness and decided the representation issue mainly by having regard to the parties’ procedural interests. But procedural fairness remains only one aspect of a complex problem.

Substituting holistic argumentation — which considers all the relevant aspects — by this one aspect is questionable. It is likely that tribunals opted for this technique to avoid deciding on a sensitive and politicised question. But if tribunals lack jurisdiction to deal with the representation issue in the first place, it is highly doubtful whether the absence of jurisdiction can be cured by such circumvention.

Investment tribunals are entitled to resolve the representation issue by exercising incidental jurisdiction. It is questionable whether refraining from exercising these powers would serve the interests of the parties or judicial propriety. The approach adopted by most tribunals, whereby it is the representative on the record who is entitled to continue to act on behalf of the respondent state, creates a risk that the award will be annulled or denied recognition and enforcement due to procedural irregularities, which affected the state’s right to present its case. The only reasonable possibility to exclude this risk is to identify the persons who are authorised to act on behalf of the state.

Finally, investment tribunals do not exist in a legal vacuum. The application of extraneous norms of public international law could contribute to the increase of coordination with other dispute settlement bodies, consistency with other areas of international law and eventually to the mitigation of the ongoing fragmentation of international law.

Conclusion

The present article analysed whether investment tribunals are competent to identify governments that are entitled to act on behalf of states. Investment tribunals have incidental jurisdiction to decide on the representation issue for the sole purpose of considering claims that are properly within their jurisdiction and if the decision on this issue is not included in the dispositif of the awards and lacks res judicata effect.

The most plausible approach to decide the representation issue is to conduct a substantive analysis of the government’s entitlement to act on behalf of the state. Alternative avoidance techniques to resolve the representation issue are questionable from the perspectives of their logical coherence, practical convenience and safeguarding the parties’ procedural rights.


\textsuperscript{113} Report and Recommendation of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, *Valores Mundiales v. Venezuela*, Case No: 19-cv-46-FYP-RMM, 3 August 2022: “ICSID decided the question about Venezuela’s proper representation for purposes of the ICSID arbitration and consistent with ICSID’s arbitration rules and procedures, including ICSID’s rules for conflicts of law. Now, ‘having been unsuccessful in convincing the ad hoc committee’ of its position, representatives of Mr. Guaidó’s government may not ‘reopen those questions in a collateral attack’ in this Court”.

\textsuperscript{114} Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention. Arguably, such an approach is expected from the French courts, see Baptista K. New Actors in Investment Arbitration... P. 96–97 (referring to a French case in which France’s recognition of Libya’s National Transitional Council as the government had a direct effect on the treatment of claims filed by the representative appointed by the Gaddafi government with the French courts).


This analysis should be conducted in accordance with the criteria of customary international law. The issue of the legitimacy of a government's origin is but one of these criteria and has a limited role in the overall test for identifying the government, which is entitled to act on behalf of the state. Finally, this analysis should also consider procedural fairness, which depends on the factual circumstances of each specific case.
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Аннотация

В настоящей статье рассматривается вопрос о наличии у составов арбитража, рассматривающих инвестиционные споры, компетенции определять представителей, имеющих право действовать от имени государств-ответчиков с конкурирующими правительствами. Изучение имеющейся международной практики и доктрины позволяет предположить, что составы арбитража обладают «сопутствующей» компетенцией для решения вопроса об уполномоченном представителе. В этом случае вопрос об уполномоченном представителе решается с единственно целью перейти к рассмотрению требований, которые надлежащим образом входят в компетенцию составов арбитража, и решение по этому вопросу не включается в резолютивную часть арбитражных решений и не обладает свойством исключительности. Наиболее приемлемым подходом к решению вопроса о представительстве является проведение материально-правового анализа права представителя выступать от имени государства. Альтернативные «обходные» методы для решения вопроса о представительстве сомнительны с точки зрения их логической последовательности, практичности и обеспечения процессуальных прав сторон. Данный анализ должен проводиться в соответствии с критериями обычного международного права. Вопрос легитимности правительства является лишь одним из этих критериев и играет ограниченную роль в общем тесте для определения правительства, которое имеет право действовать от имени государства. Наконец, также необходимо учитывать соображения процессуальной справедливости, которая зависит от фактических обстоятельств каждого конкретного дела.
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